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Abstract— Earthquake investigation and earthquake 

resistance design of dams is of real significance in light of the 

calamitous outcomes if such a structure is to fall flat. In India 

we don't have any rules to check the seismic burden for the 

investigation of Dam. Without any very much characterized 

method, design workplaces for the most part utilize an 

experimental method which does not consider the dynamic 

properties of dam and diverse earthquake zone. This study is 

an endeavor to create rules to consider seismic power for the 

examination of solid gravity dam. A proportional static 

method for seismic design of solid gravity dam is created 

considering the dynamic properties of the dam and in addition 

diverse earthquake zones. For this to accomplish, a group of 

solid gravity Dam with shifting stature, base-width and side 

slope is broke down utilizing finite element programming 

ANSYS. Dams are demonstrated with 2-D plane strain 

elements. Dynamic properties of all the chose dams are 

assessed. A relapse examination is done on the modular 

properties acquired from the finite element investigation 

keeping in mind the end goal to create observational 

connection between era, tallness and base width. The base 

number of modes that must be taken into for the examination 

is chosen by considering the mass cooperation proportions. 

Design base shear is figured by utilizing the Design flat 

increasing speed range quality and Seismic weight of the 

building. A method is proposed to disseminate the figured 

base shear over the stature of the Dam. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Fundamentally, a solid gravity dam is characterized as a 

structure, which is designed in a manner that its own weight 

opposes the outside powers. It is essentially the heaviness of 

a gravity dam which keeps it from being upset when 

subjected to the push of seized water. This sort of structure is 

tough, and requires next to no support. Gravity dams 

normally comprise of a non-flood section(s) and a flood area 

or spillway. The two general solid development methods for 

solid gravity dams are customary put mass cement and RCC. 

Gravity dams, developed in stone brick work, were fabricated 

even in old times, frequently in Egypt, Greece, and the 

Roman Empire. 

It is not always possible to obtain rigorous 

mathematical solutions for engineering problem. In fact, 

analytical solution can be obtained only for certain simplified 

situations. For the Problems involving complex material 

properties, loading and boundary conditions, the engineer 

introduce assumptions and idealization deemed necessary to 

make the problem mathematically manageable, but still 

capable of providing sufficiently approximate solutions and 

the satisfactory results from point of view of safety and 

economy. The link between the real physical system and the 

mathematically feasible solution is provided by the 

mathematical model which is the symbolic designation for 

the substitute idealized system including all the assumptions 

imposed on the physical problem. 

Dynamic analysis of Buildings and Dams are very 

complex phenomena. In order to solve this complex 

phenomenon, we use mathematical modal including all the 

assumptions imposed on the physical problem. However, 

unlike building and other structures, there is no simplified 

standard procedure to analyze concrete gravity dam for 

seismic loading. This is the underlying motivation of the 

present study. 

A. Concrete Gravity Dam 

A typical cross-section of a concrete gravity dam is shown in 

Fig. 2.1. The upstream face may by kept throughout vertical 

or partly slanting for some of its length as shown. A drainage 

gallery may be provided in order to relieve the uplift pressure 

exerted by the seeping water. Fig. presents photograph of an 

existing concrete gravity dam 

 
Fig. 1: Concrete Gravity Dam 

Many loads act over the gravity dam in lateral and 

vertical direction. These loads are summarized as follows: 

 Self-weight of the dam 

 Surcharge or live load on the dam 

 Ice Pressure 

 Uplift Pressure 

 Water Pressure from the Upstream and downstream 

 Earthquake load on Dam 

 Slit Pressure 

 Wave Pressure 

In case of conventional analysis for static loads, 

criteria for structural stability have to be checked for 

following modes of failure: 

1) Overturning or rotation about the toe. 

2) Sliding 

3) Development of tension. 

II. MODELING 

The element type used is ‘Solid 8 node 183 plane strain’ solid 

elements which is an 8 noded structural shell, suitable for 

analyzing thin to moderately thick structures. The element 

has 8 nodes with 6 degrees of freedom at each node. The 

whole domain is divided into 8 8 meshes for all the cases. The 

boundary condition is given fixed at the bottom of the Dam. 
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A. Procedural Steps 

1) Preferences Structural Ok 

 
Fig. 2: Procedural Steps 

2) Preprocessor Element type Add Solid Shell 8node 

183 Ok 

 
Fig. 3: Procedural Steps 

3) Preprocessor Material Properties Material models 

Structural Linear Elastic Isotropi 

 
Fig. 4: Procedural Steps 

4) Enter the Linear Isotropic Material Properties and press 

Ok. 

 
Fig. 5: Procedural Steps 

5) Material Models Available Density Enter the density 

of the Dam Ok 

 
Fig. 6: Procedural Steps 

6) Preprocessor Modeling Create Key points In Active 

CS Center the coordinate’s Ok 

 
Fig. 7: Procedural Steps 
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7) Preprocessor Modeling Create Areas Arbitary 

Through KPs 

 
Fig. 8: Procedural Steps 

8) Solution Loads Analysis Type New Analysis Type 

of analysis – Modal Ok 

 
Fig. 9: Procedural Steps 

9) Solution Solve Current LS Press ok in the Solve 

Current Load Step window Once the solution is done a 

window displaying that solution is done is displayed. Close 

the window. 

 
Fig. 10: Procedural Steps 

10) For viewing the results, follow the step given below: 

a) General Postprocessing Results Summary 

 
Fig. 11: Procedural Steps 

11) Steps to get nodal displacement. 

Select entities Node Line Ok Select line Plot line 

Select entities Nodes  Attached to Lines 

all Reselect Ok Plot node  General post. Read 

result First set List Result Nodal solution Dof 

Solution Disp. Vector Sum.  Ok 

III. RESULTS 

A. Concrete Gravity Dam 

In order to get empirical formula for Natural Time period, a 

family of concrete gravity Dam is selected. The dams that are 

taken into consideration are of varies depth, base width and 

side slope. The detailed modal analysis procedure for dam is 

explained in Chapter 3. The height and base width of the 

selected dams are given in Table 4.4. After analyzing 10 dam, 

the modal mass ratio of all the dam of the different period is 

tabulated as shown in Table 4.5. Now the big question arises, 

how many modes are required to calculate the base shear? 

Table 4.5 will provide the answer of the above question. From 

Table 4.5, it can be conclude that the 1st and the 2nd mode of 

the dam are required for calculation of the Base Shear as it 

contribution is lies from 75%-95%. Other modes can be 

neglected as their contribution to the modal mass ratio is not 

very high. So, for the calculation of base shear first two 

natural time period are going to be used. 

Dam 

ID 

Height 

(m) 

Base Width 

(m) 

Top Width 

(m) Ratio=BW/TW 

BW TW 

Dam 1 100 180 10 1.80 

Dam 2 125 225 10 1.80 

Dam 3 150 270 10 1.80 

Dam 4 175 320 10 1.83 

Dam 5 150 180 10 1.20 

Dam 6 150 135 10 0.90 

Dam 7 200 360 10 1.80 

Dam 8 50 90 10 1.80 

Dam 9 250 450 10 1.80 

Table 1: Dimensions of Dams 

Mode Number 
Range of Modal Mass 

Ratio 

1 45-55 
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2 35-50 

3 0-15 

4 0-15 

5 0-10 

Table 2: Range of Modal Mass Ratio 

IV. CONCLUSION 

The conclusions presented here are limited to the salient 

contributions made in the present study: 

1) A formulation for estimation fundamental period of 

concrete gravity dam is proposed based on dynamic 

analysis of a family of concrete gravity dam of varying 

dimensions. 

2) A procedure is developed to estimate the design base 

shear of concrete gravity dam that includes the higher 

mode effect. 
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